
The aim of this essay is to ascertain to what extent “A Taste Of Honey”, a play by Shelagh Delaney, 
could be described as a “kitchen -sink” drama.
The term “kitchen – sink” drama originated in the literature of the 1950́s and 1960́s. It aims to 
provide a vivid picture of working – class life in all its often unpleasant reality. The genre can be 
exemplified by John Osbornés famous play “Look Back In Anger” and in books such as Alan Sillitoés 
“Saturday Night And Sunday Morning”.
AA kitchen – sink drama has the following characteristics:- It is always set in a working - class 
environment ; usually in a bed-sit or flat. It always deals with domestic issues, with conflicts that take 
place between people who are poor and live in cramped conditions.
The genre uses ordinary everyday language in an attempt to provide the audience with an accurate 
picture of one section of society.
““A Taste Of Honey” is set in Salford , Manchester , in a “comfortless flat”. It is about a young girl 
named Jo who lives with her mother in a shabby flat in a poor area. Jós mother, whom she refers to as 
Helen, is a prostitute and they live off her earnings. Helen drinks a lot and Jo blames Helen for 
disrupting her education. This has led to a hostile relationship between them.
The author uses everyday, often crude language in an attempt to accurately typify their lives. For 
example, when Peter and Helen come to see Jo:
Helen : “Take your bloody money and get out.”
Peter : “Thank you.”Peter : “Thank you.”
Helen : “You dirty bastard.”

A kitchen – sink drama is set in a working – class environment and “A Taste Of Honey” certainly 
reflects this. As Helen says:

“…but therés a lovely view of the gas works . We share a bathroom with the community…”

Also, Peter says:
“What on earth made you choose such a ghastly district…”

Both of these quotes make the area and environment sound very working –class and rather slum – like.Both of these quotes make the area and environment sound very working –class and rather slum – like.
A kitchen – sink drama also looks at the conflicts, which arise under these conditions. In the play many 
conflicts are depicted, for example Helen kicks Geoff out of the flat he shares with Jo. Jo doesńt know 
about this. Helen only does this without Jós knowledge because she knows Jo wants him there. Helen 
argues with Peter because he keeps touching her:
Peter: (Petting her) “Now you know, I like this mother relationship”
Helen: “Stop it!”
Peter: “Peter: “ Areńt you wearing your girdle?”

The domestic issues that make “A Taste Of Honey” a good example of kitchen sink drama mainly arise 
between Helen and Jo. For example, Helen asks Jo to get her a drink. Jo refuses and says:

“Why should I run around after you?”

Also when Jo is getting married Helen argues…
 
          Jo: My boyfriend. He asked me to marry him.
          Helen:          Helen: Well, you silly little bitch…
          Helen: I could choke you. 

All of this suggests that Helen and Jo dońt have a very strong relationship and this could be related to 
the play being “a kitchen sink drama.”


